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Dissertation Abstract 
Excerpts of Dissertation Chapters 

Leaked:  A Grammar of Information in Surveillance Cultures 

Leaked evaluates the evolution of surveillance technologies and their inevitable “leaks."  These 

phenomena induce widespread fear and fascination with uncertainty, which defines living in an 

Information Age.  This dissertation connects major technological and cultural developments through 

conceptual transformations of "information leaks."  From telegraph to Internet, rhetorical objects and 

practices—including memoirs, interviews, news articles, novels, and whistleblowing—represent 

competing data management systems as a significant source of human conflict. These texts contain a 

plethora of ‘leak language,’ or discourses, genres, and narratives about leaks that illustrate the growing 

power of ‘National Security.’ This euphemism for cultural suppression clashes with globalized human 

connectivity.  WikiLeaks responds to Watergate’s symbolic capital by leveraging web 2.0 technologies 

to expose the vulnerability of centralized systems.  A case study of WikiLeaks demonstrates the growing 

visibility of hacktivism as a recognizable social and political movement.  However, the principle of 

hacking is also embedded in non-computing contexts. For example, hacker principles such as novelty 

and the exploitation of possibility are embodied in some contemporary African-American novels such as 

Toni Cade Bambara’s The Salt Eaters and Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo.  These works exemplify print 

hacktivism because they exploit the limitations of Western cultural attitudes towards information as 

(controllable) property. By characterizing Information as contagion, Bambara and Reed draw their 

reader’s attention towards the epistemological effects of leak literacy.  Despite hundreds of years of 

state-sponsored cultural suppression, indigenous healing practices persist because the good ‘jes grew’ 

whenever humans needed to survive.  The project suggests that we pay attention to this “grammar” of 

leaks to observe systems capable of conceptualizing novelty and change.  Grammar instruction, when 

framed as generative code, not prescriptive rules, offers some productive strategies for teaching, 

learning, and communicating with digital technologies. 
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Excerpt from Leaked:  A Grammar of Information in Surveillance Cultures 
 

Writing Sample is an Excerpt from:  In the Beginning there was the Leak:  Liquid Logos1 

I. The Matter of Information 

We, archival creatures, face an insurmountable task in the digital age.  From stone to silicon, our surveillance 

capacities evolved alongside territorial wars over bodies of information.  Like liquid, information brims, drips, gushes, 

pours, fills, and flows.  Mimicking the hydrosphere, oceans and oceans of data present intense navigational 

difficulties—how do we ride the waves, survive the tsunamis, and withstand the tides of all this information?  One 

particular type of information informs this study:  leaks.  Taboo and seductive enough to avert the scholarly gaze of 

rhetoric and communications research, leaks direct our attention towards the nature of an informatic planet.  Both noun 

and verb, “leaks” literally and figuratively demonstrate humans inability to have complete control over information 

flow.  This truth uncovers rather obvious conflicts between secrecy and surveillance, and offers some pathways towards 

potentially productive conversation about the rights and responsibilities of ‘security’ in an evolutionary situation of 

constant technological upgrades and shifting horizons.   

The Internet permanently altered how we perform and perceive human value.  This environment  

archives all communication, and we depend on the network of networks to access our resources—financial, emotional, 

cultural, spiritual, physical, and sexual.  We use the World Wide Web so often that most users take its processes for 

granted, only noticing them when access is denied.  In exchange for speedy access, receipt, and transmission of 

information, users permit their communication’s passage through multiple networks of hardware and software.   

                                                      
1 A Tentative Table of Contents: 

Chapter 1:  In the Beginning was the Leak:  Liquid Logos 

Chapter 2:  Troubled Waters:  Leak Warfare and Live Wires 

Chapter 3:  Torrential Rage:  Hacktivists’ War on Secrecy 

Chapter 4:  Leaks Jes Grew:  The Spread of Leak Literacy  

Chapter 5:  Leakology:  Towards a Grammar of Information 
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Thus, ‘right to privacy’ simply does not exist for the typical user who depends on Norton or McAfee, rather than 

encryption and open-source operating systems, to combat cyber-intruders.2  We must remember, when we share 

information in this marketplace of resource exchange and human’s digital Alexandria, the Internet’s nature is ‘to leak.’   

Leaks are an ideal object for rhetorical study because they exhibit numerous symbolic functions. 

As a liquid phenomenon, when fluids escape containment, they “leak.”  When we borrow the concept to describe the 

natural world, we may be referring to water leaking in the kitchen that leads us to discover a broken pipe, or an oil leak 

in the ocean caused by an exploding drilling rig.  Meanwhile, the expression ‘taking a leak’ doesn’t refer to a broken 

bladder, but the body’s automatic response to the bladder’s signal that it is filled to capacity.  Urine’s association with 

filth and shame makes leaks seem so dirty that the popular saying is considered improper vocabulary.  Needless to say, 

a certain vulgarity and even promiscuity also accompanies leaks as a disclosure practice.   

Information leaks are also a sign of some information infrastructure breaking down.  They are part of salacious 

narratives about disclosure authorization, whose cast of characters may include corrupt officials, paparazzi, political 

activists, blue collar workers, corporate executives, educators, lawyers, doctors, secret societies, compromised 

intelligence agents, prostitutes and legislators, and intelligence organizations.  The leak may introduce conflicts related 

to sexual, legal, or financial misbehavior.  Steamy love affairs, naughty photos, sex tapes, sexting archives, graft, Ponzi 

schemes are among various 'scandals' that leaks uncover.  Thus, leaks are a causal, transformative agent that brings 

forth occasions in which people deliberate about how humans should act upon one another in regards to information 

sharing.  My analysis of leaks as texts--with a context, style, narrative, and genre--will uncover how surveillance, 

infoquake, and emerging technologies affects these conversations, and modifies human relationships in the process.3 

This project investigates how we tell stories about information leaks.  Such narratives enable us to 

comprehensively investigate our world, and just as importantly:  ourselves and our (desired/desirable) place in it.  My 

research evaluates how leak narratives influence leaks' rhetorical software—Science, Technology, and Society scholar 

                                                      
2 Anti-virus software is aggressively promoted to PC users when they purchase a computer with Microsoft 

Windows operating systems.  Such software is not necessary on Linux machines because the modular design of 

GNU/Unix machines makes the system less vulnerable to cyber-attacks. 
 
3  A leak is a text in the sense that Roland Barthes defines the term.  He argues, "the Text is radically symbolic:  a 

work conceived, perceived, and received in its integrally symbolic nature is a text"  

(From Work to Text, 1472). 
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Richard Doyle’s term for the ways in which rhetorical contexts physically shape reality through the medium of 

information. Rhetorical softwares are the very symbolic frameworks by which we access, remember and even re-enact 

leaks. Put simply, the concept frames language as an operating system mediating perception and reality.  Certain 

traditions (news reporting and gossip), mediums (wiretaps and cameras) individuals (Richard Nixon and Bill Clinton), 

and social practices (whistleblowing) come to symbolize the character of "leaks"  in a fashion that is itself 

ungovernable; leaks, and the rhetorical frameworks that they induce, are problems.  Leaks cause more leaks, which 

increases the potential for direct observation of contemporary distributions of power.   

II. Context and Theoretical Framework:  Information Age Leaks 

i. A Brief Summary of Digital Ecology 

At least two interrelated characteristics of electronic and digital cultures affect the identification and evaluation 

of leaks:  increased access to communication media and increased data production/feedback.  The shift from aluminum 

to copper wiring during the late 19th century accelerated telecommunications and electric power because of its 

durability.  For instance, this material permitted the infrastructure that supported global installations of the telegraph.  

Although we continue to use copper, especially for electrical wiring, optical fibers are even more useful for 

communication since they can connect at longer distances.  Their transmission strength has enabled our computers and 

cable networks to have even more bandwidth and storage capacity.  Computational power continues to follow and even 

surpass Moore’s Law, and as chips become smaller and smaller, we’ve been introduced to tinier, faster, cheaper and 

more ubiquitous information technologies such as smartphones, tablets, and ultrabooks.4  Despite many useful 

interdisciplinary debates about digital divides, the development of cellular towers in India and some parts of Africa has 

granted Internet access to many people via mobile devices.5 

                                                      
4 http://www.theregister.co.uk/1999/08/02/intel_strataflash_surpasses_moores_law/  

5 The digital divide has been a major issue in Computers and Composition, as well as, Literacy Studies literature since 

at least the early 90s.  Scholars such as Cynthia Selfe and Gail Hawisher, Barbara Monroe, Stuart Selber, and Mark 

Warschauer have written extensively about institutional reform and its relationship to Information Communications 

Technology.  Other researchers, including Andrea Lunsford, Helene Moglen, Jacqueline Jones Royster, James Slevin, Brian 

Street, and James Paul Gee have analyzed the problem of access to literacy more broadly, through examinations of 

exclusionary language practices of “Dominant/marginalized” cultural groups.  These two traditions converge because of their 

recognition that access to information and technology is not tantamount to access to literacy.  Their work indicates that 

identity politics affects resource distribution, which continues to stratify groups by ethnicity, class, gender, sexuality, 

geographic location, and religion.   Much of this literature contends that social mobility will be even harder for African-

Americans, women, poor people, and rural residents, populations who usually lack access to emerging 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/1999/08/02/intel_strataflash_surpasses_moores_law/
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Only within the past decade have “connected” places, such as America and Australia, moved from crude web 

1.0 methods of digital communication--static websites, newsgroups, and listservs--to more sophisticated web 2.0 

feedback systems such as robust social networking platforms like Facebook and Yelp, multimedia blogs with 

streamlined commenting sections, the 21st century living libraries Wikipedia and Wikia, and Google, a real-time 

updating search engine.  These major changes, both in materials and software architecture, cause(d) an expansion of 

human connections, globally.  Although users may not be privy to the nuances and affordances of the technologies they 

use, it’s important to understand the interdependence of increased access to surveillance technologies, capacity for 

interaction, data recognition, and data management.   

Enormous quantities of data corresponds with every single Internet users' ability to self-publish.  Humans 

create and consume a mind-boggling amount of information.  In 2008, scientists determined that 27 million computer 

servers processed 9.57 zettabytes of information for 'business communication.'  A zettabyte is equal to 10 bytes to the 

21st power.  To imagine how this looks in book form, visualize a "5.6 million-mile-high stack of books from Earth to 

Neptune and back to Earth, repeated about 20 times a year" (Business Information Consumption). In the same year, 

researchers at the University of California San Diego calculated that U.S. households consumed 3.6 zettabytes of 

information (How Much Info-2009).  Their study considered various media including movies, books, phone 

conversations, games, radio, and the Internet.   

As if this figure weren't high enough, a study sponsored by the EMC Corporation concluded that the 

production of digital information seems to be accelerating even faster than Moore's Law.  These researchers forecasted 

that humans created 1.8 zettabytes of data in 2011.  They illustrate several ways to visualize this volume, but one of 

their striking comparisons was to imagine every single person in the United States tweeting 3 tweets a minute for 

almost 30,000 years (Data More than Doubling).  In terms of storage, they claim that 1.8 zettabytes is equivalent to 

                                                      
technologies.  Scholars like Adam Banks have contested the idea of the ‘digital divide’ because much literature fails to 

acknowledge how such populations use technology, or question the legitimacy of Standard White English (SWE) as a rubric 

for meaningful language practices.  I’m less concerned with whether or not digital divide/literacy studies literature 

characterizes the problem of digital divide ‘accurately,’ than with our need to constantly update on the status of the alleged 

gap.  Contrary to doom and gloom predictions, access to the Internet has grown rapidly for many populations assumed to be 

totally left behind during the dot com boom.  My acknowledgment that access has increased does not mean that I don’t also 

acknowledge that there remain many individuals who, for reasons of choice or circumstance, aren’t using web 1.0 or 2.0 

technologies.   
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57.5 billion 32 GB iPads, large enough to build a much greater (sized) wall of China (Data More than Doubling).  Of 

course, these figures can be never be accurate since each study of information defines the term in a different way. 

Nevertheless, 'Big Data' researchers seem to concur in their prediction that this number will double, triple, or quadruple 

every year.  

The scope and scale of data access and production induces an extreme crisis in regards to information 

management.  Teachers, scholars, journalists, legislators/politicians, law enforcement officials, military personnel, 

psychologists, doctors, pilots, celebrities--actors, artists, models, athletes, musicians, socialites, and reality show/viral 

superstars, activists, hackers, crackers, scientists, marketers, preachers, friends, family, and lovers compete for our 

attention and trust.6  Since all of these sources of power are dependent on the Internet, there has never before been a 

time in human history when our inter-connectedness has been so apparent and yet obscure in its implications.  

Furthermore, the fabric of these connections depend on increasingly conflicting social mores regarding codes of 

secrecy and surveillance. How, exactly, do we see leaks in this world of intertwingularity?7  In what types of categories 

and narratives do we put them?   

We must attempt to understand the ontology of leaks in order to determine the constraints and possibilities of 

distributed authority in our current sociotechnical systems.  Therefore, technological politics frames my study.  This 

theoretical viewpoint urges us to pay close attention to the ways in which human associations are ordered by our 

response and adaptation to technological artifacts and information systems.  This perspective, as Langdon Winner 

suggests,  “(...) offers a novel framework of interpretation and explanation for some of the more puzzling patterns that 

have taken shape in and around the growth of modern material culture” (47).  One such pattern, as I have previously 

discussed, is the relationship between leaks and emerging technologies.  Another pattern is the use of technical artifacts 

for ‘authorized’ surveillance, which tends to function undemocratically during the pursuit of ‘national security'—an 

objective that can be invoked to mask corruption and/or legitimize closed systems such as secrecy cultures.  Leaks ask 

                                                      
6 Hackers shouldn’t be confused with crackers.  The latter knowingly participates in illegal activities such as stealing 

credit card data whereas the former enjoys tinkering with machines and improving code for its own sake.  For further 

information, please visit:   

http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/security/hacker-vs-cracker/1400  

 

7 Internet pioneer and professor, Ted Nelson defines this term for describing complex and often 

unexpected interrelations in human knowledge in his book Dream Machines. Leaks are one such instance 

of intertwingularity 

http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/security/hacker-vs-cracker/1400
http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/security/hacker-vs-cracker/1400
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us to consider whether or not some organizations and individuals should be able to play by different rules when it 

comes to being surveillance agents or the targets of surveillance.  Thus, investigating leaks directs our attention to the 

very foundation upon which politics, ethics, and rhetoric stands:  our assessment of other people’s identities, our 

relationship/duty to them, our interpretation of their character, their dignity, and human worth.   

ii.  Surveillance Culture is Leak Culture 

Currently, Americans and other Westerners, live in a world of ubiquitous surveillance.  Although  

 

surveillance tends to be associated with law enforcement and “big brother,” some scholars have re-conceptualized the 

term beyond conspiracy and criminality (McGrath).  Researchers, loosely connected under a new and emerging field 

called Surveillance Studies, argue that it is futile to argue about whether or not we are living in a “surveillance culture” 

(Lyon 2007; Hier and Greenberg 2007; Goold and Neyland 2009; Haggerty and Samatas 2010; Monahan 2010).  

Surveillance, courtesy of the growth of digital technologies, has expanded far beyond these two poles—it's ubiquitous. 

Totalitarian scenarios were easier to imagine when we believed that governments had exclusive access to 

surveillance mechanisms.  CCTV cameras, traffic light cameras, and telephone bugs exist alongside personal 

surveillance tools--laptops, netbooks, smartphones, camera flip phones, gaming consoles, and tablets.  In other words, 

contemporary surveillance technologies are accessible to the majority of the United States population because nearly all 

post-2006 portable devices come equipped with a mic, camera, and Wi-Fi.  Therefore, certain organizations who have 

previously enjoyed privacy (at the expense of others' inability to know more about how this privilege might be abused) 

may find it more difficult to retain secrets.  As Edward Snowden’s recent leak about the National Security Agency’s 

(NSA) expansive, possibly illegal, surveillance program revealed:  leaking is easier for civilians to do, but the leak 

itself demonstrated the distinctive drama of contemporary surveillance.  In this meta-narrative, the right to surveillance 

becomes part of a long history of battles for access and citizenship.  Snowden’s exile illustrates that democratized 

surveillance doesn’t exemplify democracy quite yet.   

Our dependence on the Internet makes it impossible to be immune from surveillance and increases possibilities 

for leaking data.  This project considers the relationship between leaks and scandal, within the context of two 

cultures/management systems existing side-by-side:  one digital and distributed, the other industrial/bureaucratic and 

centralized.  Marshall McLuhan, rhetorician and New Media scholar describes what this power struggle means to the 

older system.   He emphatically states, "Their entire stake of security and status is in a single form of acquired 
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knowledge, so that innovation is for them not novelty but annihilation" (McLuhan 69).  My project hypothesizes that 

increased access to surveillance technologies and feedback mechanisms will not only lead to more leaks, but will make 

it more difficult to negotiate between these systems.  Distributed networks divert/subvert the hegemonic force of 

bureaucracies.  This living system adapts more easily to rapid, uncertain change, and will be more likely to survive than 

an organizational structure designed to resist transformation.     

Although surveillance is often understood through a language of sight, these visual connotations may conceal 

the fact that surveillance is an informatic issue.  As I previously discussed, surveillance practices occur within a 

complex political landscape, in which digital technology innovations have exacerbated both institutional and personal 

uses of surveillance.  Given that this rapid growth has occurred within the past half a century, we can expect to struggle 

to understand how these developments affect our motivation and perception for many decades to come.  The dark 

shadow of the FBI's COINTELPRO initiative, the Department of Homeland Security, private security firms, and 

individual's varied uses of surveillance devices such as smartphones and web cameras are simply a few, among 

numerous, surveillance actors affecting a host of identification practices within this unique cultural context.   

In particular, discrimination is inextricable from surveillance, especially when it comes to law enforcement and 

various manifestations of racism, sexism, and other biases.  "Types," continue to serve as rationalizations for targeting 

entire groups of people.  Negative stereotyping in mass media and lack of actual contact with diverse populations 

affects our evaluation of who is likely to commit crime and which crimes are the worst.  Thus, race, gender, class and 

sexuality function as stratification technologies strongly influence law enforcement operations.    

According to a Bureau of Justice report, "Prisoners in 2010 (Revised)," approximately 1,600,000 individuals 

are in state and federal corrections.  Blacks consist of the majority of this population.  At the end of 2010, "Black non-

Hispanic males had an imprisonment rate (3,074 per 100,000 U.S. black male residents) that was nearly 7 times higher 

than white non-Hispanic males (459 per 100,000)" (Guerino, Harrison and Sabol).  In addition, drug possession arrests 

increased to an alarming figure.  There were 80% more arrests for drug possession or use in 2010 than in 1990 (Arrest 

in the United States 1990-2010).   Over 13,000,000 Americans were arrested in 2010 (Arrest).  Almost a third of this 

figure consists of African-Americans, although African-Americans make up less than fourteen percent of the United 

States population (Arrest).  Whites are more likely to be arrested for driving under the influence, vandalism, fraud, and 

drunkenness, whereas blacks are more likely than whites to be picked up for disorderly conduct, drug offenses, simple 
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assault, and larceny (Arrest in the United States 1990-2010).  As these statistics and findings suggest, some populations 

and criminal activities are 'watched' more than others, and more likely to be “seen” relative to a person's physical 

characteristics.   

As the previous paragraph indicates, certain demographics are disproportionately affected by surveillance and 

suspicion of criminality.  Many American citizens’ distrust of emerging technologies and government infrastructure has 

been channeled into a ‘war on terror,’ which deflects individuals’ frustration with government ineffectiveness onto 

disenfranchised populations such as people inhabiting the Middle East, Hispanics, Blacks, Women, the Elderly, and the 

poor.  Tobin Monahan, a Surveillance Studies scholar, argues that, “Surveillance has become a powerful, if dubious 

symbol of national security.  However, as with all technologies, surveillance functions in a polyvalent way to mediate 

and regulate interactions among people” (8).  National security crises, which I'll discuss in the next paragraph, tend to 

draw our attention away from problems with democracy on the domestic front.  

Americans have been continuously involved in so many intense military conflicts for the past century that 

living in a perpetual state of 'insecurity' seems like a normal condition.  We live as a militarized public, obliging to all 

sorts of verification procedures to prove that we belong in protected space (Monahan 10-11; 23-24).  The principle and 

practice of anonymity is barely recognized as an option if a person desires to be a competitive participant in a global 

economy.  Anyone who attempts to live 'off the grid' risks being regarded with the same contempt we show criminals 

because we 'give up privacy' (and time and money) to show that we aren't.   In a given day, I may have to 'authorize' my 

identity to get cash from an ATM camera, to get insurance, credit card, or bank account, register a car, purchase 

Sudafed from a grocery store clerk, wine and cigarettes from a liquor merchant, a book from the library, or to fill a 

prescription at the Pharmacy.  Indeed, frequent solicitations of personal data seem to be 'natural' features of our 

environment. 

Narratives about leaks often expose 'security' as an unstable concept since they can be used to undermine the 

social sorting objective of surveillance operations.  The leak, in relation to surveillance, represents information 

miscegenation because they mean that someone ‘inside’ made contact with someone ‘outside’—regardless of the 

informants’ intent.  Thus, the urgency and difficulty establishing distinctions between normality and abnormality in 

cases such as terrorists/law-abiding citizens, law-makers/law-breakers, espionage/patriotism, and democracy/autocracy 

requires a religion/rhetorical project of national security committed to controlling a leaky world.   
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Armand Mattelart, Professor Emeritus at the University of Paris VIII, illustrates: 

National security became the infallible criterion used to separate friends from enemies, good from 

evil, virtue from sin.  Cold War strategies of dissuasion and persuasion were led to state this 

dichotomy in every possible form, continually confusing particular interests with universal values, 

security with freedom, lies with truth, secrecy with transparency, turning words around and diverting 

them from their ordinary meanings (Globalization of Surveillance 49-50). 

Indeed, how humans identify themselves in relation to leaks will take place in deliberative contexts, in which there is a 

greater potential for participants to deconstruct the stability of identity categories and consider alternative codes and 

systems of human organization. 

III. Project Overview and Description 

i. Leak Literature 

Several interdisciplinary research traditions investigate leaks as an ethical issue.  Key headings for this 

emerging scholarship include:  whistleblowing, corruption, and scandal.  In a general sense, any of these individual 

topics may serve as the object of study.  Vast scholarship exists about corruption and scandal whereas fewer studies 

focus specifically on the phenomenon of whistleblowing.  Theories about a given culture’s attitudes, values, and belief 

toward corruption and scandal loosely connect to several other burgeoning research areas about risk management, 

terrorism, secrecy organizations, systems theory, and security studies.  Thus, Watergate continues to function as a 

master narrative that connects these topics to leaks and surveillance.   

To illustrate, the Watergate Affair strongly impacted American research on scandal and corruption, regardless 

of the researchers’ disciplinary affiliation.  From political science to philosophy, Nixon's face graces the cover of many 

books about scandal and corruption, even when the book marginally analyzes the events that led to his resignation.  In 

fact, Nixon and Watergate are such powerful tropes for cultures of corruption that researchers made efforts to 

decentralize these figures in their work.  Beyond Watergate seeks to recover other 'great historical cases' about 

corruption.  On the other hand, works such as Corrupt Histories, published in 2004, doesn't acknowledge Nixon or 

Watergate at all.  Chapters two and three will cite research from any number of studies in these areas to contextualize 

primary materials when necessary.   
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Since whistleblowing research most explicitly grapples with the problem of information systems, I'll briefly 

explain its contours in slightly more depth.  Most whistleblowing studies investigate tensions between cultural values 

of dissent and (disloyalty), as well identify and evaluate some of the social, political, legal, and economic risks and 

benefits of whistleblowing.  The practice of whistleblowing is featured prominently in Business Ethics scholarship, 

which tends to narrate and analyze whistleblowing case studies for the purposes of evaluating organizational 

responsibility and ideal management practices.  This research may attempt to establish codes of practice, make 

recommendations for arbitration, and define "successful" whistleblowing (Megone and Robinson 2002; Lewis 2010).  

Others scholars devote their attention to interdependence of business organizational cultures, public opinion, and 

whistleblower's motives.  In particular, these works may attempt to establish criteria for defining whistleblowing, or 

focus on the extent to which whistleblower protection laws are a measure of democracy (Elliston et. al 1985; Vinten 

1994).  Such studies define contexts in which whistleblowing is possible or encouraged through comparative analyses 

of whistleblowing practice and legislation in case studies from private and public sectors in various geographic 

locations across the globe (Johnson 2003; Vandekerckhove 2006).  Regardless of their inquiry, most researchers 

discuss some of the major implications of whistleblowing as civic engagement, or an ethical duty. 

However, whistleblowing research may be limited by several factors.  First, scholars communicating across the 

disciplines subjects their methodologies to skepticism and critique.  For instance, Professor David B. Lewis argues: 

It is important to note that the academics who are interested in whistleblowing come from a wide 

variety of disciplines, for example, sociology, psychology, organizational behaviour, law, politics, and 

economics.  While this makes whistleblowing a very attractive subject for study and debate, inevitably 

there will be disagreements about the appropriateness of particular research methods. (162) 

Next, researchers such as Roberta Ann Johnson faced the difficulty of “captur[ing] and examin[ing] the whistleblower's 

experience of making the decision itself” (x).  Third, evaluating whistleblowing procedures presents significant 

challenges to scholars since whistleblowing cases involve resource allocation across networks.  To illustrate, which 

arrangements of internal or external sources capable of enforcing whistleblower legislation and policies?  Who should 

be responsible for dealing with the problem of malicious reporting or retaliation against whistleblowers?  Who is 

assigned the task of proper handling of confidentiality/anonymity?  Who should provide ongoing training that ensures 

procedures are followed correctly?  Who should regularly monitor and assess whistleblowing procedures and 
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protections?  Which harms should whistleblowers report to the public?  (Lewis 164; Elliston et al 5-13; Johnson 53; 

Borrie and Dehn 96)  Despite these limitations, this small body of scholarship makes a compelling case for expanding 

our understanding of whistleblowing.   

Diverse fields such as Critical Theory, New Media Studies, Information Theory, and Surveillance Studies 

include analyses of language practices that restrict or permit freedom of expression.  Scholars such as Michel Foucault, 

Deleuze and Guattari, Marshall McLuhan, John McGrath, Norbert Weiner, and David Lyons examine transformations 

in media and their impact on discourse.  However, few studies in rhetorical theory exist on leaks or narratives about 

leaks.  Indeed, leaks connect so many interdisciplinary attempts to understand distributions of power more 

comprehensive, but the phenomena may seem too novel or dangerous to explicitly engage.  Specifically, Leaks present 

a problem for knowledge processes that avert verification and visibility.  Therefore, I agree with Gordon Borrie and 

Guy Dehn’s claim that, "With the changing nature of employment, globalization and the increased flow of information, 

there is also a recognition that the traditional approach of trust and confidentiality in the workplace cannot be relied 

upon to operate as it did through the twentieth century" (104).  In other words, disciplinary cultures in the humanities 

often rely heavily on ‘closed systems’ such as the practice of canonizing traditions—even discourses that make claims 

of diversity and inclusion—for its epistemologies.  Focusing on leaks draws attention to secrecy and exclusion as part 

of disciplinary dynamics.  This argument illustrates the exigence of this project, which attempts to clarify the problem 

of leaks with textual criticism.  By examining leaks as texts--in contexts and narratives featuring some information 

infrastructure breaking down.   

ii. What's a Leak? 

When we observe and attempt to interpret leaks, which often appear as conflicts, we are confronted with 

numerous consequences or inevitable changes.  First, to call a piece of data a leak is an admission of system failure 

(e.g. to contain data).  Next, to trace the leak may lead to system collapse or reform.  For instance, former President 

Richard M. Nixon resigned due to the Watergate Affair, which made many Americans much more aware (and 

suspicious) of clandestine intelligence gathering.  Senator Frank Church’s Committee conducted a thorough 

investigation of U.S. intelligence agencies’ practices, produced copious amounts of information—some available to the 

public—that influenced executive orders and congressional decision-making, and helped draw attention to unequal 

checks and balances between the executive and legislative branches.   
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However, the executive branch’s surveillance programs were not discontinued.  In fact, they have become 

more global and aggressive.  According to Philip Melanson, government secrecy exists within a complex industry 

where at least six million secrets are created each year—which is enough information to "pile up in volumes that could 

bury entire city blocks in the nation's capital" (2-3).  He links this vast amount of data to heavy administrative burdens, 

especially handling and processing delays.  "There are more than 200 statutes that affect governmental secrecy.  

Agencies process nearly 500,000 Freedom of Information Act requests a year, at a cost of $200 million" (Melanson 2-

3).  The fact that leaks have intensified in their scope and sale exemplifies a dysfunctional, ineffective 'secrecy-

industrial complex.'  

To illustrate, some leaks wouldn't occur if federal disclosure laws worked effectively.   

However, many lawyers do not specialize in the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and the government has virtually 

unlimited resources to evade it.  This recent law, passed in 1966, could potentially have a major effect on the justice 

system.  Melanson's book, Secrecy Wars, contextualizes the implications of Daniel S. Alcorn's victory in the National 

Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers v. U.S. Department of Justice case.  The attorney fought for access to an 

Inspector General's report that documented evidence tampering and numerous lab errors from a popular forensic 

facility (Melanson 112).  This case linked the FOIA to a defendant’s right to a fair trial since defense attorneys may be 

able to use FOIA to access evidence through the public domain.  Melanson explains, "If significant evidence was 

improperly withheld from the defendant and this is revealed through FOIA, there are strong grounds for the appeal of 

any conviction, and prosecutors could face sanctions for misconduct" (113).  Indeed, the FOIA may reveal all kinds of 

suppressed and/or contaminated evidence that reveal innocence or initiate a lawsuit.  In turn, the law exposes the 

prevalence of anti-democratic practices in the executive branch, whose power has grown exponentially since the FOIA 

and the 1974 Privacy Act were passed. 

By virtue of their name, leaks indicate that covert operations within some organization have been 

compromised by its participants or its enemies--for evaluations of leaks depend on whether or not its source is an 

insider or outsider.  Similar to any other type of information, leaks must be studied in context.  Whether whistleblowers 

are responsible for leaking, or journalists try to trace the leak, or legislators and presidents attempt to contain the leak, 

each character affects our invention of protagonists and antagonists in the struggle over freedom and security.  Such 
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individuals, regardless of their role, are subject to character assault, threats, physical attacks, job loss, imprisonment, 

lawsuits, and even death.   

These effects don’t even begin to touch on what types of information the leaks reveal since what is actually 

being leaked may take a backseat to the fact of the leak itself and how people respond to its existence.   For instance, 

the Watergate Scandal functions as a key event in American history that continues to function as a powerful narrative 

framing surveillance and state abuse of power gone awry.  Decades after its occurrence, former president Nixon has 

transformed into a trope that signifies the loss of state integrity and instability of human associations during 

monumental social and technological change.   

iii. Brief Methods Summary and Chapter Breakdown 

Leaks are information in the nude, seducing elites to capture their slippery flesh and obliterate them from 

others’ gazes.  These special bodies seep and ooze through cracks in crevices invisible to the naked eye.  Before the 

electronic revolution, many publics had limited access to the preservation and circulation of these bodies.  To conceive 

of them at all may have enabled others to consider such persons “conspiracy theorists,” or some other unsavory 

characters.  Yet, in a post-Nixon society, such suspicion hardly seems alarming.  In the midst of perpetual information 

warfare, rhetoric—the teaching and practice of persuasion—itself must undergo a change in order to deal with this 

situation I am calling, “the world of a liquid logos.” What signs and symbols are created by our actions towards leaks?  

Throughout this study, I will utilize several methods to help the reader visualize the contours of this realm.   

First, I will draw on a diverse archive of rhetors responding to the problem of leaks and the complex 

relationship between humans, technology, and culture, more broadly.  These rhetors represent a complementary 

arrangement of political, historical, literary, philosophical, mystical, and scientific visions.  Thus, I’ll examine 

representations of their ideas in primary source materials such as case studies, news reports, declassified government 

documents, memoirs/autobiographies, interviews, speeches, film, and fiction.   Each chapter is connected through the 

problems and opportunities presented by leaks, as well as a specific focus on rhetors’ deeply embedded in this conflict.   

Therefore, I’ll map ‘traces’—of both leak and rhetor—in different genres, or modes of delivery, in an effort to 

accomplish three major methodological/meta-analytical objectives.  This genealogical analysis illustrates a context for 

leaky worlds, as well as offers a philosophical and historical strategy for discovering major transformations in thought 

about leaks, their semiotic character, and their interdependence on socio-technical shifts.  Third, I’ll draw conclusions 
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about the significance of leaks and evaluate the role they should play in our attempt/neglect to make sense of what it 

means to be humans interfacing verbal and non-verbal ecologies during a historical time period in which our 

participation in both of these distinctive and dependent systems have never been more transparent to us.   

Since what writer William S. Burroughs dubbed “the electronic revolution”, two major events strongly 

influenced public opinion about leaks.  Richard Nixon’s Watergate Scandal and Julian Assange’s WikiLeaks website, 

feature two strong personalities, whose names are synecdoche for two related terms:  leaks and surveillance.  Each 

personality and context will receive its own chapter.  However, chapter two presents a history of information leaks that 

seamlessly connects technological development and cultural movement.  From the telegraph to magnetic tape, steam 

engines and cars, leaks reveal the tendency for novel technologies to “open” cultures, or break boundaries that once 

inhibited or deliberately sanctioned social contact.  These narratives, then, accompany social reform efforts that were 

hitting a global peak during the 1970s.  This chapter also investigates the leaky language of Nixon and Watergate, 

which includes a racial and sexual subtext that scandalizes deliberations about transparency and corruption.   

In chapter three, we’ll notice that as networked media technologies’ surveillance power increases and becomes 

more accessible to mass populations, privacy and secrecy become codes of security capable of modifying and 

redistributing autocratic, democratic, and autopoietic control mechanisms.8  Distributed systems pose problems for the 

evaluation of ethos and reputation because they reveal vulnerabilities of closed systems, which seem to constantly leak.  

Committed to radical openness, Julian Assange uses leaks to undermine bureaucratic secrecy and reveal the political 

and cultural power of hacktivism.  WikiLeaks sponsors 'hacker literacies' as it models some of the ways in which open-

source software design facilitates the public's right to know.  This political philosophy may offer communication 

instructors’ pedagogy strategies compatible with its traditions of critical literacy and access.  Therefore, chapter three 

also applies the concept of open-source to discourses of access in writing policies.   

Furthermore, this chapter draws on several questions to analyze WikiLeaks as a case study of new media 

journalism, as well as evaluate its effectiveness and implications.  What's the relationship between social ethics and 

new technologies (whose creation and development almost always depends on national defense programs)?  How 

                                                      
8  Greek for “self-creation,” OED defines autopoiesis as “ The self-maintenance of an organized entity through its own 

internal processes; (in extended use) self-organization, self-regulation.” 
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should democracy be practiced in a global information economy?  Should democracy depend on 'transparent' 

information management and democratized data access?  What are some of the social and psychological effects of 

inhabiting a surveillance culture dominated by cults of secrecy?  In both the Watergate Affair and WikiLeaks, the leak 

functions as a subject and strategy of warfare.  Daniel Ellsberg's Pentagon Papers and WikiLeaks' Iraq and 

Afghanistan War Logs and Embassy Cables represent two major historical events that should make us question the role 

of military organizations and warfare in a democratic society.   

Chapter four gives us a glimpse of how some authors represent life in leaky informatic worlds.  I’ll theorize 

novels as “hacks” capable of depicting the complexity of living in a post-Watergate control society.  Two texts, Ishmael 

Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo and Toni Cade Bambara’s The Salt Eaters, link the leak to a larger problem of segregation and 

colonialism.  Both Reed and Bambara demonstrate that ancient innovative knowledge is constantly leaking into the 

mainstream despite the fact that Western epistemologies deliberately, or hegemonically, close access to diasporic—

especially African ways—of seeing and knowing.  Leaky worlds, for each of these authors, resist the notion that time, 

events, and progress exist on a linear continuum.  Instead, they invite us to consider the psychic consequences of 

ignoring and confronting leaks.  This chapter, alongside chapters two and three, provide a nuanced framework from 

which we can glean several methods and considerations for teaching and learning communication in surveillance 

cultures.  The final chapter will detail such recommendations in light of contemporary research regarding this problem. 

IV. Research Methodology:  An Emphasis on Leak Power and Performance 

Leaks are performances, or enactments of processes.  They aren’t simply external data we observe and report, 

they are data we experience (sense, feel and interpret).  Since leaks are mysterious, they draw attention, create drama, 

and render comedy.  Leaks are, as J.L. Austin defines it, “performative.”  In his book How To Do Things With Words, 

Austin characterizes certain types of utterances as performing an action rather than describing or reporting actions (6-

7).  They actualize their content in being uttered.  When a piece of information is named a leak, this data conducts itself 

as such.  Leaks leak.  Therefore, leaks captivate audiences and encourage them to participate in numerous deliberative 

contexts.   We discuss them in letters, articles, private conversation, public addresses, animated cartoons, comic strips, 

jokes, poems, fiction, and reports through an ecology of speech, writing, and visual mechanisms--light bulbs, 

telephones, paper, pens, pencils, chalk, charcoal, paints, paint brushes, easels, frames, typewriters, keyboards, 

televisions, radios, newspapers, books, magazines, journals, desktops, laptops, tablets, smartphones, and e-readers. As 
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the subject of litigation, epideixis, and policy, leaked leaks link to rhetoric.  Additionally, leaked leaks present 

opportunities to observe the limits and possibilities of spatial-temporal reasoning and the technologies that shape such 

logic. 

If leaks are puzzles, they require liquid logic.  They seep and ooze through cracks in crevices invisible to the 

naked or even panoptic eye.  They drip into lusty voyeur's gaping mouths, thirsty for a gulp of uncertain power.  Both 

phenomena and epiphenomena, leaks draw our attention to the now ubiquitous source from which they come. For a 

leak to be a leak at all, it’s got to be leaked.  Decoders must know the story of the leak for a resolution or “closure” on 

and of the leak.  The narrative presents two possibilities for the leaker:  guilty or not guilty.  The uncertainty of either 

outcome drives their desire to discover and inquire about the leaked leak.  Leaks may fall into an ‘outsiders’ hands 

accidentally or deliberately, via direct contact with an insider, vulnerable security systems, criminal accusation, 

interpellation, and/or hearsay.  Decoders evaluate different arrangements of information so that their examinations may 

lead them towards a judgment of who is to blame.  If many people believe that certain individuals/organizations’ act of 

concealing data is a breach of trust, and that the data should never have been concealed, parties responsible for such 

act(s) are systematically discredited.  At the same time, given quantitative as well as qualitative aspects of information, 

not all information can be shared, all at once, so the nature even of “transparency” becomes rhetorical:  choices must be 

made about how and when to share any given bit of information.   

Leaks tell a story about blurry boundaries between our physical and symbolic worlds.  Leaks are 

simultaneously a problem and a physical fact.  Their very existence cannot be named without contextual information 

that suggests someone decided wrong-doing needed to be disclosed or concealed for the purposes of 'securing 

democracy.'  Ultimately, leaks are powerful because they make us utilize the art of rhetoric.  'Seeing' information that 

belongs to the category of leak relies on meta-knowledge of one's evaluation process.  Leaks must be converted into 

narratives that are 'probably true,' and affect our interactions about value judgments.  When we argue about 

right/wrong, true/false, good/bad, we set causal chains into motion that affect our cognition, language use, and thereby, 

our movements, our policies, our actions.   

As part of narrative, the ‘power of the leak’ may be intensified by serendipitous, or synchronous timing and 

outcomes. For examples, we can look to former representative Anthony Weiner’s exposure on Twitter (Weiner's Penis), 

or law professor Anita Hill’s ‘resignation’/firing from the University of Oklahoma amidst intense backlash from her 
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damning sexual harassment testimony against Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas (Hill Goes Downhill).  

Moreover, leaks’ exposure of hypocrisy enhances their power, as well-- especially during moments in which the truth 

of hypocrisy is revealed during aggressive social and political campaigns ‘shaming’ others for some type of allegedly 

immoral behavior.  Examples include closeted anti-gay legislation proponents like David Vitter, Larry Craig, John 

Ensign, Eddie Bishop Long, Bob Allen, and Ted Haggard.  There’s also Mark Foley--former chair of the House Caucus 

onssing and Exploited Children, whose sexting conversations with underage males led to his speedy resignation.  Each 

man, now part of a growing list of political and/or religious figures attempting to regulate private lives via legislation or 

public shaming while doing the very thing they claim is the problem, are evidence of the constitutive power of leaks.  

Leaks may be used as evidence that could potentially jeopardize, or thwart their efforts to alienate others.  Since leaks 

are often utilized to affect measurements of others’ ethos, they must be included as a central part of the teaching and 

learning human communication.  Let’s observe a longer example of leak power in the next several paragraphs.  

A man who leaked information to discredit an enemy subsequently rose to greater and greater heights of 

political power.  This same man became president, systematically authorized suspicious, illegal activities for the 

purposes of sustaining and increasing his power, and hired “plumbers” who would make sure leaks wouldn’t come to 

the surface.  When the white-collar burglars, acting on behalf of Nixon, were found stealing spy equipment at 

Watergate, a torrent of leak-worthy activities called “ratfucking” exposed the CREEPs’ (Committee to Re-Elect the 

President) psychopathy and paranoia.  The fact that leaks were in Watergate demonstrates obvious connections between 

the object discovered and the place, in which it was discovered.  Such “coincidences” belong to the stuff of narrative, 

even mythology.  When real-life timing seamlessly connects, and even binds, symbolic codes to the interactions and 

locations of physical bodies, it enables audiences to participate in the games of power--interfaces between matter, time, 

space, and energy. With leaks, it’s all about timing.  In the proper sense of what rhetorical traditions influenced by the 

concept Greek texts call kairos, it is timing that affects what types of deliberation may occur.   

One man’s name may come to mean many different things to different people.  His name may signify a story 

about our duty to nation, which is enough to establish some type of relationship to him from great distances.  Perhaps, 

the hero is not a ‘man’ at all.  For example, Amy Goodman, host of Democracy Now!, asks us to value Chelsea 
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Manning as a hero.9  When Goodman quotes Manning’s defense of her actions, she shows us that many representations 

omit this information.  Goodman writes, “In the email, Manning described the leak as ‘one of the more significant 

documents of our time, removing the fog of war and revealing the true nature of 21st century asymmetrical warfare.’ 

History will no doubt use the same words as irrefutable proof of Manning’s courage.” (History Will Remember).  

Goodman’s history metaphors suggest that we should suspend our judgments as more information is revealed about 

Manning.  Upon closer examination, her argument hides a print culture bias and reveals temporal discrepancies 

between Industrial and Information societies.  She asks me to conceive of History as an omniscient author who will 

oblige 'truth' by composing the 'true story' about Manning as patriot instead of traitor.  What's is history in light of the 

digital world where archiving and updating is an instantaneous occurrence?  As the second search result in the query 

“Bradley Manning What Did He Leak” (not quoted in the search), Google's popularity and ethos will ensure that 

Goodman’s article creates the Herstory she imagines.   

Meanwhile, Goodman's confidence in Chelsea’s 'courage,' inspires inquiry.  Who is Chelsea Manning?  What 

did she leak?  Was she right to do so?  Is she being treated fairly based on what she did?  What would I do in that 

situation?  Throughout this process of investigation, we may recognize that we are complex goal-oriented beings whose 

failure to be categorized derives from our inherent drive towards widening our perception.  For example, can Pfc. 

Manning be a soldier and a whistleblower?  Such contemplation expands the range of meanings we can draw on when 

we communicate about leaks.  Which actions are valuable enough to subject our lives and reputations to the wrath of 

law enforcement officials?  Why does it matter if we distribute information when we were given the opportunity to 

present that information in a manner that would draw enough attention to spread widely?  How did we perceive that 

opportunity? Was our consideration of how authorities would respond part of our choice?  Are we willing to go to jail 

to expose whether or not they should be trusted with control over systems of order that give them access to unchecked 

expressions of power?    

In sum, leak power is the emperor with his clothes off.  When dressed, leaks are some piece of guarded, or 

coveted information.  If nude, leaks prove that any process involving the purposeful elimination of data, must also 

                                                      
9  According to Manning’s lawyer D. Coombs, Chelsea is in the process of legally changing her name from Bradley to 

Chelsea Manning (Alman).  Out of respect for Manning’s gender transition, which began years ago, I will refer to Manning 

as both Chelsea and her throughout this dissertation.   
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account for each and every single ‘whereabouts’ the information has been.  Permanently deleting data, then, must 

include getting rid of every trace.  A leak may trace directly to some powerful figure, organization, or symbol.  In these 

cases, publics may respond not simply to the leak, but also to who leaked it?  How?  Where? When?  These questions 

offer a valuable criteria for establishing why it’s a leak, which can hopefully help us figure out how we feel and what 

we think about who leaked.   

V.  Research Implications:  Leaks and Entropy 

Leaks are evidence that what philosopher Karl Popper called the open society, even for a moment, exists, and 

that, in fact, the closed society does not and cannot exist permanently.  As one whistleblowing researcher argues, 

"When properly operated, an open system of communication should render whistleblowing virtually unnecessary.  

Virtually but probably never completely" (Vinten 25).  Consequently, leaks leak the potential to decrease the power of 

closed societies through the experience of their leakiness.  Leaks ‘wear down’ closed systems since considerable 

resources go into preventing and authorizing access to secrets.  In other words, leaks demonstrate that entropy is a 

physical fact that guarantees the mortality of closed societies.   

From cybernetic pioneer Norbert Weiner to chemist Dr. Frank L. Lambert, scientists have sought to expand 

our understanding of the term entropy beyond concepts of chaos, disorder, or disruption.  Although Weiner mentions 

entropy’s relationship to disorder, his main argument is that information and entropy are related because of their 

tendency to spread, or increase.  He claims, “Just as entropy tends to increase spontaneously in a closed system, so 

information tends to decrease; just as entropy is a measure of disorder, so information is a measure of order.  

Information and entropy are not conserved, and are equally unsuited to being commodities” (159).  Leaks disrupt, but 

they are not only disruption.  Likewise, entropy may destabilize a closed system, but of course it may only seem 

disruptive to those who control it rather than the beneficiaries of its demise.  Indeed, technologies such as peer-to-peer 

(P2P) file sharing and social media have been considered disruptive technologies for their ability to transform markets 

and even nation states (e.g. Arab Spring).  However, these same media enable small businesses to flourish, and draw 

attention to the heinous nature of autocratic rule.   

Myron Tribus and Edward C. McIrvine, observe that "the flow of energy in human societies is regulated by the 

tiny fraction of energy that is used for the flow of information.  Energy and information are related at a much deeper 

level" (179).  Leaks, then, are a certain type of information that may be capable of unleashing tremendous energy. 
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Although they are a physical fact, their spread and containment is accomplished through information, or intelligence, 

wars: conflicts that induce, yes, yet more leakiness between domains - public and  private, local and global, author and 

audience, owner and consumer, to name just a few in the zoology of leaks. 
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